Press Release

Sub: All Women Metro Stations at Shenoy Nagar and Koyambedu - Reg

CMRL, as part of empowering women, has introduced all women Metro Station at Shenoy Nagar from today (31-07-2018). Station Management activities like Ticketing, Customer Facing and Housekeeping will also be done by women here. There are many facilities and special features for women in the stations already. A total of 15 no’s of women staff will be handling the Shenoy Nagar Metro Station in two shifts each. Koyambedu Metro Station will be made into an All Women Metro station from tomorrow (01-08-2018).

CMRL has provided priority areas for special need passengers and women inside the train. The Metro train has already been provided with a Special Women coach only for the safety of its women passengers. The CCTV cameras placed in stations and trains would ensure the safety of women passengers throughout the journey. Passengers also can talk to the train operator in case of any emergency.